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Abstract

Flight-determined ground effect characteristics for an F-16XL airplane are presented and correlated with wind tunnel predictions and similar flight results from other aircraft. Maneuvers were conducted at a variety of flightpath angles. Conventional ground effect flight test methods were used, with the exception that space positioning data were obtained using the differential global positioning system (DGPS). Accuracy of the DGPS was similar to that of optical tracking methods, but it was operationally more attractive. The dynamic flight-determined lift and drag coefficient increments were measurably lower than steady-state wind-tunnel predictions. This relationship is consistent with the results of other aircraft for which similar data are available. Trends in the flight measured lift increments caused by ground effect as a function of flightpath angle were evident but weakly correlated. An engineering model of dynamic ground effect was developed based on linear aerodynamic theory and super-positioning of flows. This model was applied to the F-16XL data set and to previously published data for an F-15 airplane. In both cases, the model provided an engineering estimate of the ratio between the steady-state and dynamic data sets.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_X$</td>
<td>acceleration in X body axis, g’s, positive forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_Z$</td>
<td>acceleration in Z body axis, g’s, positive down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>span, ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.g.</td>
<td>center of gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_D$</td>
<td>drag coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_L$</td>
<td>lift coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_m$</td>
<td>pitching moment coefficient about the reference c.g. (FS 324)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_X$</td>
<td>force coefficient in X body axis, positive forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_Z$</td>
<td>force coefficient in Z body axis, positive down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGPS</td>
<td>differential global positioning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>fuselage station, in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>global positioning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>height of the wing aerodynamic center, above the ground, ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>instrument landing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1, k_2$</td>
<td>constants of linearity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_1$</td>
<td>engine low-pressure compressor rotational speed, rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGE</td>
<td>out of ground effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>pulse code modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{q}$</td>
<td>dynamic pressure, lb/ft$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>wing reference area, ft$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sps</td>
<td>sample per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>thrust, lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>gross weight, lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>angle of attack, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>flightpath angle, positive for ascending flight, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta e$</td>
<td>elevon position, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta C_{D_{ge}}$</td>
<td>incremental change in drag coefficient due to ground effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta C_{L_{ge}}$</td>
<td>incremental change in lift coefficient due to ground effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\[ \Delta C_{m_{ge}} \] incremental change in pitching moment coefficient due to ground effect about the reference c.g. (FS 324)

\( \epsilon \) effective wake angle, deg

\( \theta \) pitch attitude, deg

**Subscripts**

*dynamic* varying height above ground (non-zero flightpath angle)

*image* refers to imaged airplane

*steady-state* constant height above ground

*uncorrected* uncorrected for variations in angle-of-attack or elevon position

\( \alpha \) partial derivative with respect to angle of attack

\( \delta e \) partial derivative with respect to elevon position

**Introduction**

Proximity to the ground can produce significant effect on the aerodynamic characteristics of any aircraft. The primary effect tends to be an increase in lift coefficient with changes in the drag and pitching moment of similar magnitude. A nosedown pitching moment generally occurs, and the change in drag coefficient may be positive or negative. The ground effect on airdata measurements may be subtle but have significant effects on flying characteristics, particularly if they are used as an input to the flight control system. The ground effect on stability and control derivatives are generally of less importance, except perhaps for vehicles which operate continuously close to the ground. In most cases, ground effects are not particularly adverse and are easily compensated for by piloting technique. However, improved understanding of the phenomenon could allow increased confidence and detail in the prediction of flying qualities that would contribute to development of more sophisticated landing systems or development of autonomous vehicles.

Ground effect was originally studied as a steady-state situation in which incremental changes to aerodynamic forces and moments were determined as a function of height above ground. Conventional wind tunnels have been used to predict steady-state ground effects, and results have been successfully correlated with steady-state analytical methods. During a series of flight tests of low-aspect ratio aircraft beginning in the late 1960's, however, a distinct difference between data obtained from steady-state wind-tunnel testing (constant height above ground) and dynamic flight data (descending to the ground) was documented. This distinction was verified through subsequent wind-tunnel experiments in which the dynamic conditions of descending flight were simulated. Recent flight testing has confirmed the distinction between steady-state and dynamic data and has identified trends which depend on sink rate. Although clearly documented, a satisfactory physical explanation for the dynamic effects has not been proven. This limitation is largely because of the difficulty inherent in obtaining adequate experimental data in a dynamic situation.

The wind-tunnel data in references 3–5 were obtained while moving the sting-mounted model vertically toward the ground plane. The data from references 6–9 were obtained by moving a model horizontally through a static test chamber toward an inclined plane. Despite these innovative testing concepts, their application has been limited to low-speed tunnels with lightweight, simple models. In both cases, the extraction of aerodynamic ground effect was complicated due to the relatively large inertial loads from the dynamic motion of the sting and balance. Data from references 3–5 were limited to constant rates of descent (or sink rate) for a given run, and data from references 6–9 were limited to a constant glidepath angle. During typical landings, both sink rate and glidepath angle vary continuously during the portion of flight influenced by ground effect.

Although flight testing can obtain data in a more realistic dynamic scenario, the measurement process is still challenging. A fundamental limitation is that the airplane must be operated within a small range of vertical and horizontal velocities whenever it is in close proximity to the ground to ensure flight safety. As the airplane approaches the ground and its flightpath flares, many parameters (angle of attack, dynamic pressure, control surface positions) tend to vary systematically, which complicates the extraction of pure aerodynamic ground effects. These difficulties associated with experimentation added to the generally benign nature of ground effects for conventional aircraft have limited the study of the dynamic ground effect problem.

Because ground effects tend to be more significant for low-aspect ratio aircraft, the phenomenon has received considerable attention in the development of supersonic transport aircraft which use slender wing configurations. The sensitivity of low-aspect-ratio aircraft to ground effect was part of the motivation for
studies in the 1960’s and 70’s. The current high-speed civil transport,\textsuperscript{13} has again motivated research into this field. The increased reliance on flight simulation during aircraft design and the desire for increasingly sophisticated flight control modes in the landing and takeoff phase also justify an increased effort in this area. A particular contribution to the field would be a physical explanation of the dynamic effects.

The primary objective of the current effort is to obtain a set of ground effect data with suitable detail and accuracy to study the dynamic nature of the problem. A second objective is to propose an engineering model of the dynamic problem and evaluate an algorithm based on this model using flight data.

Flight testing was conducted using an F-16XL airplane with a low-aspect-ratio (1.75), cranked arrow wing similar to configurations proposed for the High Speed Civil Transport program. The flight test approach and data analysis methods were similar to previous programs with the exception of a differential global positioning system (DGPS) that was used to obtain space position information.

This paper describes the flight testing with an assessment of accuracies, particularly with regard to use of the DGPS. The flight-measured increments in lift, drag, and pitching moment are presented and compared with steady-state wind tunnel data. The relationship between static and dynamic data are compared with that of other configurations for which similar data are available. Then, the lift data are examined for specific trends with respect to flightpath angle. Lastly, proposed engineering model of dynamic ground effect is developed and applied to the data from this study and to data from one other configuration. Use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this document does not constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Vehicle Description

The F-16XL ship 1 is a high-performance, single-seat airplane with a cranked arrow wing designed for supersonic cruise flight. The configuration layout and a photograph of the vehicle are shown in figure 1. Some key physical properties are summarized in Table 1. A general description of the airplane can be found in references 14 and 15. During this flight test experiment, the airplane was configured with a research airdata noseboom and a dummy Sidewinder missile on each wingtip.

![Figure 1. F-16XL research aircraft.](image-url)
The airplane has inboard and outboard trailing-edge control surfaces and an outboard leading-edge flap. In the low-speed flight regime of this experiment, the outboard leading-edge flap was not deflected and pitch control was achieved by moving the trailing-edge surfaces essentially in unison. Elevon position, $\delta_e$, was defined as the average position of the two inboard surfaces.

**Flight Testing**

**Measurements**

Data for this experiment were obtained from the global positioning system (GPS), a variety of onboard sensors, and ground-based wind speed and direction sensors located near the runway.

The airplane was equipped with a GPS antenna (fig. 1) and an Ashtech Z-12 unit (Ashtech, Sunnyvale, California), which stored GPS data in internal memory at a rate of 1-sample-per-second (sps). After each flight, these data were downloaded into a personal computer and merged with data from a GPS ground station using the Ashtech Precise Differential GPS Navigation and Surveying, (PNAV™) software. This software computes time and space position data and then derives other useful parameters such as flightpath angle and ground speed. The PNAV software also determines several indications of the fidelity of the solution based on the quality of the satellite data available. In particular, PNAV estimates the root mean square uncertainty in the space position data. During the majority of the flight testing, PNAV indicated space position root mean square uncertainties of 0.15 to 0.3 ft. Maneuvers in which the root mean square exceeded 0.3 ft were discarded from further analysis.

The same type of DGPS equipment was set up at various positions on the test runway to obtain precise information about the geometric location of the runway. These data were used to develop an analytical model of the runway surface which was combined with the flight

---

Table 1. Physical properties of F-16XL ship 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference area, ft$^2$</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference chord, in.</td>
<td>296.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference span, ft</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference center of gravity</td>
<td>FS 324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inboard sweep, deg</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outboard sweep, deg</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length overall, ft</td>
<td>54.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating weight (zero fuel), lb</td>
<td>23,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical weight during test maneuvers, lb</td>
<td>26,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

>PNAV is a registered trademark of Ashtech, Incorporated, Sunnyvale, California
data to obtain the relative height of the GPS antenna of the airplane to the local runway surface. The pitch attitude of the airplane was then used to compute the height of the aerodynamic center of the wing.

During many maneuvers, the airplane main gear touched down on the runway, and these events were used as an independent check on the accuracy of the DGPS measurements. Whenever the airplane contacted the runway and the DGPS diagnostics indicated a valid solution (root mean square less than 0.3 ft), the DGPS measurement was ±1 ft of the expected value. This variation was considered acceptable for the experiment and is equivalent to the accuracy of optical systems which have been used for previous ground effect testing. As a result, the PNAV diagnostics were felt to be a reliable indication of the quality of the space position data for all maneuvers, even when they did not include touchdown on the runway.

The most significant advantage of the DGPS for this application is that it was available whenever the aircraft was in flight. Use of ground-based optical systems requires preflight planning and a labor-intensive postflight analysis. With the DGPS, the airplane could divert from other flight objectives to conduct ground effect maneuvers whenever conditions were appropriate without prior coordination with ground-based tracking services.

Data from an extensive onboard research instrumentation system were acquired and encoded using a 12-bit pulse code modulation system and telemetered to a ground station. Sensors included inertial parameters, control surface positions, power lever angle, engine core rotational speeds, fuel quantities, and free-stream airdata. The inertial sensors which included linear accelerations, attitudes, and angular rates oriented in the three body axes were located within 1 in. of the airplane reference longitudinal center of gravity (c.g.) (FS 324); therefore, no corrections for sensor location were made. The majority of sensors used for this study were sampled at a rate of 50 sps.

The airplane was equipped with an airdata noseboom, configured with total and static pressure transducers as well as flow direction vanes for angles of attack and angles of sideslip measurements. Because these sensors respond to aerodynamic flow, however, they are susceptible to errors induced by aerodynamic ground effect and must be used with caution during ground effect flight testing. Both angle of attack and altitude were derived from nonaerodynamic data sources to identify ground effects on the noseboom airdata measurements.

As previously described, data from the DGPS was used to determine geometric altitude, and this information was used to identify variations in the pressure altitude measured at the noseboom. Ground effects on this noseboom measurement produced an error of approximately 25 ft when the airplane is on the ground. This error is consistent with the ground effect error determined on other noseboom configured aircraft. Although insignificant for most flight operations, this error would be unacceptable as an altitude measurement for ground effect flight testing. Therefore, for this experiment, ground effects are shown as a function of geometric altitude determined from the DGPS.

The magnitude of ground effect-induced error on the noseboom measurement of angle of attack was also examined. The pitch attitude and DGPS-measured flightpath angle were combined to provide a nonaerodynamic measurement of angle of attack. Comparisons of the nonaerodynamic measurement and the noseboom vane did not reveal a significant error due to ground effect. Because of the better resolution of the noseboom vane and inconsistencies in the pitch attitude measurement, the primary measurement of angle of attack for this experiment was the noseboom vane. A resonant frequency at 9.25 Hz was noted in the angle-of-attack vane data, and a digital notch filter was used to minimize this effect in the data.

Flight Test Techniques

Twenty-four maneuvers were conducted over the course of seven flights. Before each maneuver, the pilot extended the landing gear, aligned the airplane with the runway, and began a descent at a predetermined glide slope and angle of attack. After stabilizing on the desired flight conditions, the pilot attempted to hold the power constant and make minimal control surface inputs. As the airplane approached the runway and responded to ground effect, the pilot continued to hold the throttle constant and attempted to maintain a constant angle of attack using longitudinal stick inputs. The maneuver was complete when the airplane touched down or the pilot adjusted the throttle. The time history for a typical maneuver (fig. 2) shows some of the maneuver set-up (in which engine thrust level is still being adjusted) and the data analysis time segment.

The development of this maneuver, termed a “constant-alpha-approach,” is described in reference 17. The use of constant throttle setting and nearly constant angle of attack eliminates the source of many potential errors in the data analysis, as will be shown.
An attempt was made to conduct maneuvers at a range of glide slope angles. The pilot used the Instrument Landing System (ILS) glide slope indicator as an aid in setting up the initial condition. Figure 3 shows the flightpath angle as a function of height above ground for a typical constant-angle-of-attack maneuver. The flightpath angle is fairly constant during the descent to a height of about one span; however, it begins to roundout or flare naturally as the airplane responds to the resulting increase in lift because of ground effect. On some maneuvers, the airplane flared to level flight before touching down.

The range of flightpath angles that could be evaluated was limited by the obvious requirement to touchdown within acceptable vertical and horizontal speed limits. The envelope of flightpath angles used in this study (fig. 3) ranges from $-1^\circ$ to $-3^\circ$ at altitudes above ground effect. However, this envelope decreases to a range of $0^\circ$ to $-1.9^\circ$ at a height of one-half span.
The time history for a typical F-16XL landing is also shown in figure 3. Unlike the test maneuvers, the flightpath angle for typical landings tends to vary continuously during final approach. However, the range of flightpath angles encountered during typical landings is generally within the envelope of maneuvers conducted for this ground effect study.

The initial angle of attack for all maneuvers ranged from 11° to 13°. No maneuvers were conducted if winds exceeded 5 kn in any direction.

Flight Data Analysis

The overall approach to the analysis of the flight data was to first determine the forces and moments acting on the airplane during the stabilized descent prior to entering ground effect. These forces and moments were then subtracted from the total forces and moments acting on the airplane as it descended into ground effect and the differences attributed to the effect of ground proximity. The procedures were implemented using a series of FORTRAN computer programs which will now be described in greater detail.

Both the DGPS and PCM data streams included time-of-day information. The DGPS data (recorded at 1-sps) was linearly interpolated to provide a synchronous stream of data at the higher sample rate of the telemetered data (50-sps), and the two data sets were merged. As described earlier, the DGPS data were combined with the onboard measurement of pitch attitude to determine height of the wing aerodynamic center above ground.

For each maneuver, the engine rotational speeds were monitored to determine the time from which thrust could be assumed to be constant. The time segment from this point until the airplane descended to a wing altitude of two spans above the ground was then referred to as the out-of-ground effect (OGE) portion of the maneuver. The control surface positions and angles of attack were averaged during this time segment. An estimate of total airplane lift and drag coefficients was obtained from free-flight aerodynamic data based on the averaged OGE angle-of-attack and control surface positions. Assuming that the airplane was in a steady-state descent, these aerodynamic coefficients were used to estimate net engine thrust as follows:

\[
T = [C_{D_{OGE}} \cos(\alpha) - C_{L_{OGE}} \sin(\alpha)] \Delta q + W \sin(\theta) \tag{1}
\]

For each maneuver, this value of thrust was assumed to be constant in subsequent calculations. Because the ground effect analysis will be determined primarily as the difference between OGE and in ground effect conditions, and because thrust is constant during the maneuvers, small errors in this thrust estimate will have little effect on the resulting ground effect increments.

The aerodynamic force coefficients on the airplane were then determined throughout the maneuver using

![Figure 3. Flightpath angle variation during flight test maneuvers and a typical landing.](image-url)
the following equations, an example of the calculation for lift coefficient is shown in figure 4(a):

\[ C_X = \frac{W a_X - T}{S q} \]  
\[ C_Z = \frac{W a_Z}{S q} \]  
\[ C_L = -C_Z \cos(\alpha) + C_X \sin(\alpha) \]  
\[ C_D = -C_X \cos(\alpha) - C_Z \sin(\alpha) \]

Angular rates were always small and were therefore omitted from the analysis. Accelerations were measured directly, and free-stream dynamic pressure was determined from noseboom measurements. Airplane weight and inertias were estimated for each maneuver based on fuel tank quantities and recent ground measurements of the airplane.

The lift and drag coefficients were then averaged during the out-of-ground-effect portion of the maneuvers. These averages were subtracted from the total coefficients to yield the incremental changes that occurred in each axis during the maneuvers.

\[ \Delta C_{Lge, uncorrected} = C_L - C_{LOGE} \]  
\[ \Delta C_{Dge, uncorrected} = C_D - C_{DOGE} \]

Example data for the incremental change in lift coefficient is shown in figure 4(b). The average value of the lift coefficient in the OGE portion of the maneuver is centered at a value of zero, as would be expected.

Variations in elevon position and angle of attack occurred during each maneuver and tended to increase as the airplane flew through ground effect. The effect of these variations had to be eliminated to determine the direct influence of ground effect. These trim changes

![Graph](a) Total lift coefficient.

![Graph](b) Incremental change in lift coefficient caused by ground effect, uncorrected for \( \delta e \) and \( \alpha \) variation.

Figure 4. Computation of incremental change in lift coefficient due to ground effect.
also serve as an indication of ground effect on the incremental change in pitching moment caused by ground effect, $\Delta C_{m_{ge}}$. The average values of elevon and angle of attack during the OGE portion of each maneuver were used as a reference from which the deviations could be measured. Aerodynamic derivatives obtained from previous flight testing were then used to extract the effects of trim changes during the maneuvers as follows:

$$
\Delta C_{L_{ge}} = \Delta C_{L_{ge,uncorrected}} - C_L(\alpha - \alpha_{OGE}) - C_{L_{be}}(\delta e - \delta e_{OGE}) \quad (8)
$$

$$
\Delta C_{m_{ge}} = \Delta C_{m_{ge,uncorrected}} - C_{m_{\alpha}}(\alpha - \alpha_{OGE}) - C_{m_{ge}}(\delta e - \delta e_{OGE}) \quad (9)
$$

A table look-up function was used to correct the drag coefficient data.

$$
\Delta C_{D_{ge}} = \Delta C_{D_{ge,uncorrected}} - \left[ C_D(\alpha_{OGE},\delta e_{OGE}) - C_D(\alpha,\delta e) \right] \quad (10)
$$

Again, an example of the lift coefficient calculation is shown in figure 4(c). The elimination of oscillations and deviations in the data trend (particularly in the OGE portion of the maneuver) indicates that the corrections made for trim changes during the maneuver have been effective.

A limitation of this analysis approach is that it assumes that the control surface and angle-of-attack derivatives are not functions of ground effect. This simplification is not expected to significantly affect the results because the excursions in $\delta e$ and particularly $\alpha$ were quite small for all maneuvers (generally less than 3° for $\delta e$ and less than 1° for $\alpha$).

**Development of Dynamic Ground Effect Engineering Model**

The dynamic ground effect problem may be approached through the use of unsteady computational fluid dynamic methods or experimental facilities with the ability to dynamically vary model position. These methods are time consuming and expensive and may still not provide a basis for developing trends due to dynamic effects. A more generic engineering solution for the problem is desirable to support simulation or other flight mechanics analysis tools.

The primary characteristics of steady-state ground effect can be predicted using linear aerodynamic theory and the principal of super-positioning.\(^1\) The ground plane is typically simulated by including a mirror image of the airplane in the flow field (fig 5). The resulting plane of symmetry provides the effective ground plane. This method can be applied to simple lifting line theory, vortex lattice models, or panel methods to analyze complex configurations.

Note that in figure 5 the downwash field of the real and imaginary airplanes converge, and based on the discussion of reference 1, much of the effect of ground proximity results from the effect of this imaged wake on the real airplane. The resulting steady-state ground effect on the lift coefficient can be linearly related to the freestream lift coefficient.

![Figure 4. Concluded.](979446)
The downwash field for an airplane may be complex, but linear aerodynamic theory implies that an effective downwash angle ($\varepsilon$) for the complete airplane can be defined and that it is a direct function of lift coefficient as follows:

$$k_1 = \frac{\Delta C_{L_{\text{ge, steady-state}}}}{C_{L_{\text{OGE}}}}$$

(11)

The downwash field for an airplane may be complex, but linear aerodynamic theory implies that an effective downwash angle ($\varepsilon$) for the complete airplane can be defined and that it is a direct function of lift coefficient as follows:

$$k_2 = \frac{C_{L_{\text{OGE}}}}{\varepsilon}$$

(12)

It is hypothesized that this super-position model can be modified, as shown in figure 6, to simulate the key aspects of the dynamic ground effect situation. The ground plane is tilted at an angle of $\gamma$ relative to the flightpath of the real airplane. The effective downwash angle of the imaged airplane is reduced by an angle of $2\gamma$, so that the two wakes converge symmetrically toward the tilted ground plane (eq. 13).

$$\varepsilon_{\text{image}} = \varepsilon + 2\gamma$$

(13)

where $\gamma$ is negative for descending flight.

In the theoretical model, the imaged downwash angle can be reduced by reducing the lift coefficient of the imaginary airplane as follows:

$$C_{L_{\text{OGE, image}}} = k_2(\varepsilon + 2\gamma)$$

(14)

Based on characteristics of linear aerodynamic theory, it is further hypothesized that the constant of

$$\alpha_{\text{image}} < \alpha \text{ such that } \varepsilon_{\text{image}} = \varepsilon + 2\gamma$$

Note that $\gamma$ is negative for descending flight.
proportionality defined in equation 11 also applies to the dynamic situation if $C_{L,\text{OGE}}$ is substituted for the value of $C_{L,\text{OGE, image}}$ used in the steady-state data as follows:

$$\Delta C_{L,\text{ge, dynamic}} = k_1 C_{L,\text{OGE, image}}$$

(15)

Substituting from equations 11 and 14 and rearranging terms gives equation 16.

$$\Delta C_{L,\text{ge, dynamic}} = \frac{\Delta C_{L,\text{ge, steady-state}}}{C_{L,\text{OGE}}} \kappa (\varepsilon + 2\gamma)$$

(16)

This implies that the ground effect increment in descending flight is the same as the steady-state ground effect increment for the same configuration measured at a reduced free-stream lift coefficient.

Although the effective downwash angle for a given airplane may be difficult to predict, a simple computation for elliptically loaded wings is provided in reference 18.

$$\varepsilon = \frac{C_{L} S}{\pi b^2}$$

(17)

Considering the approximate nature of this engineering model, it is assumed that the effects of nonelliptical loading would not induce significant errors for most airplanes. (The use of the planform efficiency factor may be explored as a method to account for nonelliptical loading.) The equation for effective downwash angle for elliptically loaded wings and equation 12 are substituted into equation 16, which can be rearranged to give:

$$\frac{\Delta C_{L,\text{ge, dynamic}}}{\Delta C_{L,\text{ge, steady-state}}} = 1 + \frac{b^2 \pi}{C_{L,\text{OGE}}} \kappa (\varepsilon + 2\gamma)$$

(18)

This provides a simple method to estimate dynamic ground effect based on the flightpath angle and the steady-state ground effect data. Because ground effects on induced drag coefficient and pitching moment have been simulated using the same principles of superposition aerodynamic modeling, it is assumed that the same approach could be used to predict dynamic effects on these terms. This concept is encouraging because it would allow the use of conventional steady-state ground effect prediction tools and a simple algebraic formula to predict characteristics for any dynamic condition.

**Results and Discussion**

Force and moment coefficient increments, normalized to OGE lift coefficient from an example maneuver are shown in figure 7. All maneuvers yielded the same general trends and magnitudes. Ground effect increased lift by over 20 percent at ground level ($h/b = 0.2$). The normalized drag coefficient increment at ground level
was also positive but relatively smaller, $\Delta C_{D_{ge}} / C_{LOGE} = 0.03$. In pitch, the data consistently indicated a nosedown moment increment. The noise in the flight data is caused by the noise in the accelerometer and angle-of-attack vane measurements. Because the lift increment is larger than the drag increment, the signal-to-noise ratio in this axis is significantly improved.

F-16XL wind-tunnel data for the lift and drag increments$^{15}$ are also shown in figure 7. In both cases, the flight maneuver results are significantly lower than the wind-tunnel data which were obtained under steady-state conditions. This fundamental difference is consistent with data from other configurations for which steady-state and dynamic lift data are available (fig. 8). As shown, both the steady and dynamic F-16XL data sets fit reasonably well into the overall levels of ground effect when considered as a function of aspect ratio.

A subset of the best maneuvers was selected for further analysis. Maneuvers which included abrupt control inputs or in which the OGE data were not smooth and consistent were eliminated. The lift data for these
maneuvers were faired by hand (fig. 9) and then correlated with trends in flightpath angle (fig. 10). The steady-state wind-tunnel value is also shown on figure 10 at $\gamma = 0$. At heights between 0.3 and 0.4 span, the flight data indicate a poorly defined positive slope.

When examining the flight data at this level of detail, it is important to remember the measurement noise seen in the typical data of figure 7. At low altitudes where the value of $\Delta C_{L_{ge}} / C_{L_{OGE}}$ varies rapidly, the DGPS height measurement errors of $\pm 1$ ft and the low DGPS sample rate can also be significant, particularly when comparing results from different maneuvers.

For the flight maneuvers shown in figure 10, the average value of $C_{L_{OGE}}$ was 0.411. Using this value and the steady-state wind-tunnel data, predictions based on
Figure 10. Normalized increase in lift and coefficient due to ground effect shown as a function of flightpath angle.
the dynamic ground effect algorithm proposed in equation 18 are also shown. The slope of this line accurately predicts the overall difference between the flight and wind-tunnel data sets for descending flight.

A limited amount of data was obtained at positive flightpath angles. These points were obtained when the airplane naturally flared during a maneuver caused by the additional lift from ground effect and then began to ascend. The proposed engineering model implies that the ground effect increment should always increase with increasing flightpath angle. However, as seen in figure 10, the data at positive $\gamma$ does not follow that trend. Because of the minimal data available, it is unclear whether this indicates a problem in the flight measurement, a flaw in the engineering model, or possibly the effect of lag.

The engineering method proposed in this paper assumes that the dynamic effect is a function of the instantaneous flightpath angle. This assumption can be questioned because the location of the wake of an airplane is a function of its overall flightpath trajectory, not just the instantaneous flight conditions. In other words, it is likely that dynamic effects on $\Delta C_{L_{ge}}$ may lag the current value of flightpath angle. If lag is a significant element of the problem, then the detailed dynamic aspects of ground effect will be especially difficult to predict for normal aircraft landings in which flightpath angle varies continuously.

To further test the proposed dynamic ground effect algorithm, the proposed engineering method was also applied to data obtained for an F-15 airplane. These F-15 data were selected because maneuvers were intentionally performed at a variety of flightpath angles. Test data were obtained at two different approach speeds (one with flaps up and the other for flaps down). The OGE lift coefficient was estimated using the average weight of the airplane and the approach speed. Figure 11 shows the resulting data as a function of flightpath angle. A steady-state analytical prediction is also shown (ref. 11). The proposed dynamic algorithm was then applied using the steady-state ground effect increment and estimated $C_{L_{OGE}}$. Again, the proposed method generally predicts the relationship between the dynamic flight and steady-state data sets. One difference between the F-15 maneuvers and F-16XL testing was that the flightpath angle of the F-15 airplane was held constant throughout the maneuver. During the F-16XL testing flightpath angle was allowed to vary. The F-15 data set should be less susceptible to any effects of lag.

Evaluating the proposed engineering model of dynamic ground effect for a significantly different configuration would be highly desirable; particularly an airplane with larger aspect ratio or with different landing approach $C_{L}$. Unfortunately, data from other configurations in figure 8 were not published with corresponding flightpath angle data.

**Concluding Remarks**

Flight-determined ground effect characteristics for an F-16XL airplane have been presented and correlated with wind-tunnel predictions and similar results from other aircraft. Comparisons of flight data from several maneuvers provided consistent data, positive increments in lift and drag coefficients, and a nosedown pitching moment coefficient increment.

The same flight test technique had been used in previous studies, except that space positioning information was obtained from the differential global positioning system (DGPS) in this experiment. The accuracy of the DGPS was equivalent to optical tracking methods which have been used in the past, but it was found to be operationally more attractive.

The dynamic flight-determined lift and drag coefficient increments were measurably lower than steady-state wind-tunnel predictions. This relationship is consistent with the results of other aircraft for which similar data are available.

In a closer examination of the flight data, a poorly defined correlation of the lift coefficient increment caused by ground effect with instantaneous flightpath angle was seen at some altitudes. The measurement uncertainty at this level of detailed analysis, however, is large because of noise in the basic acceleration, angle-of-attack measurements, and DGPS accuracy. It is also possible that the lift coefficient increment is not a simple function of instantaneous flightpath angle but is more sensitive to the history of the trajectory.
An engineering model of dynamic ground effect was developed based on linear aerodynamic theory and the principal of super-positioning of flows. This model was applied to the F-16XL data set and to previously published data for an F-15 airplane. In both cases, the model provided an effective estimate of the ratio between the steady-state and dynamic data sets. Obtaining similar data for other configurations would be desirable, particularly an aircraft with larger aspect ratio or different approach speed.
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Flight-determined ground effect characteristics for an F-16XL airplane are presented and correlated with wind tunnel predictions and similar flight results from other aircraft. Maneuvers were conducted at a variety of flightpath angles. Conventional ground effect flight test methods were used, with the exception that space positioning data were obtained using the differential global positioning system (DGPS). Accuracy of the DGPS was similar to that of optical tracking methods, but it was operationally more attractive. The dynamic flight-determined lift and drag coefficient increments were measurably lower than steady-state wind-tunnel predictions. This relationship is consistent with the results of other aircraft for which similar data are available.

Trends in the flight measured lift increments caused by ground effect as a function of flightpath angle were evident but weakly correlated. An engineering model of dynamic ground effect was developed based on linear aerodynamic theory and super-positioning of flows. This model was applied to the F-16XL data set and to previously published data for an F-15 airplane. In both cases, the model provided an engineering estimate of the ratio between the steady-state and dynamic data sets.